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1. INTRODUCTION 
For an announcem6?nt and discussion of the results of this paper, see 
[19]. Also see the introduction to this series of papers. 
In this paper we give a construction having its origin in the papers of 
Allen [l , 21 which generalizes Rees’ construction (of a Rees’ matrix 
semigroup over a semigroup, see [3; 7, Chapters 1, 7, and 81) and 
partially generalizes the semidirect product and the wreath product of 
two semigroups (see [7]). Th is construction enables us to state the prime 
decomposition theorem for finite semigroups of Krohn and Rhodes 
(see [5; 7, Chapter 51) in t erms of the Rees’ construction. The proof we 
use is essentially Zeiger’s as adapted and made global by Rhodes. See 
[18; 7, Chapter 4; 91. This synthesizes, to a large extent, the ideas of 
Green [4], Krohn, Rees, Zeiger, and Rhodes. The idea that such a 
synthesis might be possible was first discovered by Allen. The proof 
given here and its tecnhiques are due to Rhodes. 
Note. In the Appendix of this paper we gather together some 
results on a*-epimorphisms which we use in this paper. 
All semigroups considered are of finite order. We freely use the 
notations and results of [7, Chapters 1, 5-91. 
2. THE BASIC CONSTRUCTION 
2.1 Notation. (X, T) denotes a faithful right transformation semi- 
group T acting on the set X. Given (X, T) we let (X, T*) denote 
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(X, T) with all the constant maps {C(x): x E X} added disjointly. Here 
C(X): X + X with C(x)(x’) = x f or all x’ E X. Thus, C(X) = {(C(x): 
x E X> is the kernel of T* c X’and T = T* - K( T*) is a subsemigroup 
of T*, i.e., K(T*) “breaks off.” Further, in T* C(x) . t = C(xt) and 
t * C(x) = C(x) f or all t E T, x E X. F(A, B) = {f: A +. B}. F(A, S) is 
a semigroup under (f . g)(a) = f(a) . g(u). A + B denotes disjoint 
union of A and B. Thus T* = T + K(T*) = T + X’. 
2.2 DEFINITION. Let S a monoid and (X, T) be given. Consider 
W(S, T) E W G S 1 (X, T*) (gF(X, S) X, T* with (y)(x) s 
Z(t)(f)(x) = f(xt)). See [7, Chapter 51. We construct the semigroup 
WC and later show WC- W. As a set WC is the disjoint union of 
S I. (X, T) = F(X, S) xz T = 3 and the Rees matrix semigroup 
J!(S, F(X, T), X, C) = F(X, T) x S x X EZ 4 with C(x, f) = 
f(x) f (x)f. so WC = 9 + A. 
Now by definition &’ is an ideal of WC and 9 is a subsemigroup. 
For notation we let (R, t) E F(X, S) x T = 9 and (f, s, x) E F(X, T) x 
S x X = &I. Then we define 
and, of course, 
(f, s, x)(k, f) = (f, s * (x)k x . f), 
(k w! s, 4 = (k . % s, 4, 
(2.3) 
(k, f)(k’, f’) = (k . (tk’), ff’), 
(f, s, X>(f’, s’, x’) = (f, s * @)I’> s’, x’). 
(2.5) FACT. WC is a semigroup. 
Proof. We have 
(2.4) 
and 
(u-3 s, 4fk ff)(k’, f’) = (h s * ((“q), x ’ f)(k’, t’) 
= (f, s * ((x)k) * (x * f) k’, x * ff’) 
(2.6) 
(5 s, N(k W’, 0 = (f, s, x)(k - ‘k’, tt’) 
= (f, s . ((x)(k 4 tk’)), x . tt’) 
= (f, s - (ix) k - (x . t) k’, x - tt’). 
Thus, from (2.6) and (2.7) we have 
(2.7) 
((5 s, x)(k W’, 1’) = (f, s, x)((k, W’, W WY 
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Also, 
and 
(k’, f)((k w, s, 4) = (k’, t’)(k * “f, s, x) 
= (k’ * t’(k * “f), s, x) 
= (k’ * t’k * “‘“f, s, x) 
((k’, w, t))(f, s, 4 = (k’ * t’k, ft>(f, s, -4 
= (k’ * $‘k * “‘“f, s, x). 
Thus, from (2.9) and (2.10) we have 
(k’s w, w, s, 4) = (k’, w, w-, s, 4. 
Furthermore, 
while 
((f, s, -4(k, Wf’, s’, 4 = (j-, s . (W), x - t)(f’, s’, x’) 
= (f, s - ((x)k) . (x * t)f’ - s’, x’), 
(5 s, 4((k, W’, s’, 0 = (f, s, x)(k - (If’), s’, 4 
= (f, s - (W - W))) * s’, x’) 
= (f, s * ((x)k) * ((xt)f’) - s’, x’). 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
Thus, from (2.12) and (2.13) we have the critical “linked equation” 
Kh s, W, W’, s’, 4 = U s, Mk, W’, s‘, 4). (2.14) 
Now using the obvious notation we have 
TTT OK since 9 is a subsemigroup 
TTB OK (2.11) 
TBT OK automatic 
TBB OK automatic 
BTT OK (2.8) 
BTB OK (2.14) 
BBT OK automatic 
BBB OK since JY is a subsemigroup. 
Thus, WC is a semigroup. This proves Fact 2.5, 
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(2.15) FACT. WC -++ W defined by 
w 4 = (6 t) 
w, s, 4) = (f * C(s), C(4) 
is an epimorphism (equals onto homomorphism). 
Proof. First 
and 
w-, s, 4 * (f’, s’, x’)) = w, s . (X)f’) * s’, 4 
= (f - C(s * (X)f’ * s’), C(d)) 
w, S, 4 a wf, ~1, ~7 = w  C(S), C(X)) - (7 . cw, cw 
= (f * C(s) . C((x)f’ . s’), C(d)) 
= (f . C(s * ((X)f’) - s’), C(d)). 
Thus, by (2.16) and (2.17) we have 
wf, s, w, 6 ~7) = qf, s, 4 qf’, ~1, -q. 
Further, 
and 
w, s, 4 . (k t)) = qf, s . w, x . q 
= (f - C(s * (x)K), C(x * t)) 
wf, s, 4) e(h t) = cf. c(s), cwk, t) 
= (f - C(s) * ww  C(x * t)) 
= (f ’ C(s * (x)K), C(x - t)). 
Thus, by (2.19) and (2.20) we have 
e((f, S, 4 - (4 4) = w, s, 4) w, t). 
Also, 
and 
w, 4 a (f, 3, 4) = w  a “f s, 4 = (k . “f - ~(4, cb)) 
em 9) w, 4 4) = 6 w  . C(J), C(X)) 
= (k * “f * C(s), C(x)). 
(2-l 5)(a) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
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Thus, by (2.22) and (2.23) we have 
fq(k, t) * (j-7 s, 4) = B(k, t) e(f, s, x). (2.24) 
Now (2.15)(a), (2.18), (2.21), (2.24) and that K(T*) = C(X) with 
TnK(T*) = 4 p rove 8 is a homomorphism. Now 8 is onto since 
O(f, 1, x) = (f * C(l), C(x)) = (f, C(x)) where 1 is the identity of the 
monoid S. This proves Fact 2.15. 
2.25 Remark. Let C(X) = {C(x): x E X}. Then S 1 (X, C(X)) 
is an ideal of S 1 (X, T*) whose complement is the subsemigroup 
S~((x,T)G9 and O-l(S ‘\ (X, C(X))) = A’, B-l(S 1 (X, T)) = 3 
and 0 restricted to 9 is the identity map. 
2.26 PROPOSITION. 8: WC --w W is y(X) and 9’ but not necessarily 
an Z*-epimorphism. 
Proof. We first state the following lemma. 
2.27 LEMMA. Let (f, s, x) and (f ‘, s’, x’) E A!. Then 
(a) (f’, s’, x’) E (f, s, x) ( Wc)l i#f’ = f and s’ E sS. 
(b) (f ‘7 s’ x’) s(f, s,x)in Wc#f’ =fands’B!sinS. 
(c) (f ‘, s’, x’) E ( Wc)l (f, s, x) i# x = x’ and s’ E Sf (x)s, or x = x’, 
s = s’ and there exists (k, t) E 4 such that f’ = KY. 
(4 (f9 SY 4 2 (f ‘Y s’,x’)in Wctyff’ =fandx=x’ands9ss’inS 
and xs = s’for some z E Sf (x) and z’s’ = s for some s’ E Sf (x). 
Proof. (a) is obvious from (2.3) and (2.4) that (b) follows from (a). 
The condition of (c) is sufficient by (2.4). But for t E 9, we have t(f, s, 
x) = (f O) s, x) so w . (f, s, x) = (f’, s’, x) and s # s’ implies w E A’, and, 
thus, the condition is also necessary. Thus, (c) holds and (d) follows 
from (b) and (c). This proves Lemma 2.27. 
We now show 0 is y(Z). By Remark (2.25) and Lemma 2.27 (d) it 
suffices to show that (f, s, x), (f, s’ x) E A and (f, s, x) A? (f, s’, x) in 
Wcandf*C(s) =f*C(‘)’ pl s rm ies s = s’. By Lemma 2.27(d) s #s’ in 
S and a’f(x’)s = s’ for some a’ E s and x’ E X. Thus, by Green [7, 
Chapter 7]f(x’)s $ s, and, hence,f(x’)s 9 s in S. Butf - C(s) = f. C(s’) 
implies f (x’)s =f(x’)s’. Th us, s’ Z s 9 f (x’)s =f(x’)s’. But then Green 
again implies s’ = s. Thus, 6 is y(Z). 
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We next state the following lemma. 
2.28 LEMMA. (a) 01: S - T is 2’ $f ez2 = e2 > e, = e12 (i.e., 
e2e1 = e1e2 = e,) and cx(e2) = a(eJ implies e, = e2 . 
(b) 01: S - T is 9’ isf 01 is 2’ and ez2 = e2 9 e, = e12 (i.e., 
e2e1 = e, and e1e2 = e,) and oi(e2) = u(e,) implies e, = e2 . 
(c) a: S -++ T is 9%“’ z# 01 is #’ and ez2 = e2 9 e, = e12 (i.e., 
e2e1 = e2 and e1e2 = e,) and ol(e,) = or(e,) = a(el) implies e, = e2 . 
(d) 01: S-++ T is 2’ ifJa is 9’ and o1 is 9%“‘. 
Proof. See [13, Lemma (3.2)]. 
We next show 0 is an ,$‘-epimorphism. By Lemma 2.28(a) and 
Remark 2.25, we can assume (f, s, x) = (f, s, x)~, (f’, s’, x) = (f’, s’, x)” 
(f, s, x) > (f’, s’, x), and f .  C(s) = f’ . C(s’) and then we must show 
(f, s, x) = (f’, s’, x). But (f, s, x) > (f’, s’, x) implies f  = f’ and sf(x)s’ = 
s’. Also (f, s, x)” = (f, s, x) implies sf(x)s = s. But f  * C(s) = f. C(s’), 
and, thus, US’ = f  (x)s and so s = sf (x)s = sf(x)s’ = s’. This proves 0 
is a f’-epimorphism. 
We next show 0 is an 9’-epimorphism. By Lemma 2.28(b) and 
Remark 2.25 and that 0. is $’ we can assume (f, s, x) = (f, s, x)” ~22 
(f’, s’, x) = (f ‘7 s’, ZC)” and f .  C(s) = f’ * C(s’) and then we must show 
(f,s, x) = (f’, s’, +v). First, (f, s, x)&t(f’, s’, x) impliess9: andf =f’ 
by Lemma 2.27(b). But (f, s, x) (f, s’, x) = (f, s’, x) implies sf(x)s’ = s’ 
and (f, s, 4 (f, s, 4 = (f, s, x) implies sf (x)s = s. But f  (x)s’ = f  (x)s 
so again s = sf (x)s = sf (x)s’ = s’. Thus, 0 is an Y-epimorphism. 
Let S be a monoid with zero, 0, and 0 # 1. Then each element of the 
form (C(O), s, x) E J&! is an Z-class, but e(C(O), s, x) = (C(O), x) so 
t9( C(O), 1, x) = tY(C(O), 0, x) = (C(O), x) and (C(O), 1, x) is not Z-equiv- 
alent with the idempotent (C(O), 0, x) and (C(O), 1, x) is not regular. 
Thus, 6’ is not J,?*. This proves Proposition 2.26. 
3. THE INDUCTIVE CONSTRUCTION 
3.1 Notation. (X, G) denotes a faithful right transformation group 
with x . 1 = x for all x E X and X has at least two elements. Thus, 
(X, {I}*) denotes (X, T) h w ere T = {C(x): x E X} + (1). If S is a 
monoid, U(S) d enotes its group of units. C(X) = {C(x): x E X}. A + B 
denotes the disjoint union of A and B. 
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Let (XI, G,) ,..., (X, , G,) be given. Let IV, = (XI, G,*) \ --- 1 
(X, , G,*) for 1 < k < 71 (and note the reversal of indices from [7, 
Chapter 51). W e consider W, as a semigroup only and not as a right 
transformation semigroup, i.e., W, = (X, , G,*) w  -a- w(X, , Gk*) in 
the notation of [7, Chapter 51. 
Define Wkz < W, by Wkz = {n = w(fi ,..., fk) E W, : fk E Gk*, 
f/+-l : X, -+ G$-1 ,..., fi : x2 x *-* x X, -+ G,* and if 01 = (xj+r ,..., xk) 
E x,+1 x *** x X, is given with 1 <j < k and xi t+ fi(xj , a) is a 
permutation (i.e., there exists gi E Gj so that xi - gi = fi(xi , a) for all 
xi E X,), then xi b fi(xi , X~+~ ,..., Xi , a) is a permutation for all /3 = 
- %j and all i <j < k (i.e., there exists g&I) E Gi so that xi - g, 
$py(Xi , /I, a) f or a 11 xi E X,).} Informally, Wk2 is the set of all ?r E W, 
such that if the jth component action with respect to 01 is a permutation 
of Xi, then all component action extending 01 is also a permutation. 
Clearly Wkz 6 W, . The following fact can also be used as the definition. 
3.2 FACT. (4 wi+, = tw,z I tx,,, , ctx,,,)) + utw,,,) G 
W k+l ' 
tb) ut wk+~> = ut%+d = u( wk”) 1 txk+, , Gk,,) 
Proof. Obvious. 
3.3 DEFINITION OF Wkc. Let Wlc = Wlz = WI. Now assume 
Wk-, has been defined and U( W,-,) = U( W&,) = U( Wgml) 3 U,-, . 
Then define Wnc by 
Wnc = U(y) + (FtX, , W;-1, x W;-l x X,,> = u,, + Rn 
with U, the group of units of Wnc, R, an ideal of Wnc and R, a Rees 
matrix semigroup with natural multiplication 
(f, w, W’, w’, x’) = (f, W((X>f’) w’, x’) 
and for u E tJ, , u = (Us : X, -+ U,-, , gn) by Fact 3.2(b) and 
(h w> a4l 9 gn) = (f, w - (4 %I s x * &a), 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
t%z , gm, w, 4 = 043 * “% w, 4. 
3.6 FACT. W,C is a semigroup and 
U(W,) = U(W,C) = U(W,“) e u, . 
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Proof. First we check the linked equation. Consider 
((f, w, X>(% , gn))(f’, w’, 4 = (f, w * (4 u, , x - gn)(f’, w’, 4 
= (f, w * (x) u, * (x * gn) f’ * w’, x’) 
and 
(f, w, X)((% , g,)(f’, w’, 4) = (f, WY x>@n * gnf’9 w’, 4 
= (f, w . (x)(2& * g”f’) * w’, x’) 
= (f, w . (4 u, * (%)f’ . w’, x’), 
so 
u w, 4(% 9 PN(f’, w’, x’) = (f, w, x)((un 9 gnu’, w’, 4). 
The other verifications are very similar to Fact 2.5, and we leave them 
to the reader. Thus, Wmc is a semigroup. Clearly U( Wmc) = U, . This 
proves Fact 3.6. 
3.7 DEFINITION. We define On : Wnc -++ Wmz by induction as follows: 
Let Or be the identity. Now assume OnPI : Wipl -++ W&, has been 
defined with OnPI restricted to lJ,-, equal to the identity. We then define 
en bY 
kd%) = %z for u, E U, < Wsz (3.7)(a) 
and 
fL(f, w, -4 = w-1 Of) w,-,(4), C(x)). (3.7)(b) 
We note that 8, = vn o #, , where 
&, : U,, + R, = W,” ++ U,, + F(X, , W&,) x W;lpl x X,, 
(where the right side is given the obvious and unique semigroup structure 
making 4, an epimorphism) with 
and 
$4&l) = % for u, E U, 
and 
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is the restriction of the map 0 defined in Section 2, i.e., 
%a(%) = %a for u, E lJ, 
and 
3.8 PROPOSITION. 6, : W,C -++ W,z is a y(S) and 9’ epimorphism 
but not necessarily a y*-epimorphism. (See Proposition 3.18). 
Proof. #, is a homomorphism and p)7L is a homomorphism by Section 
2. Thus, 8, = pn o I,& is a homomorphism. O,(f, 1, x) = (0,-r 0 f, C(x)) 
is an arbitrary member of WLMl 1 (X, , C(X,)) assuming OnPI is onto. 
Thus, 8, is onto and 8, is an epimorphism. 
Now vn is y(s) and dp’ since it is the restriction of a y(Z) and Y- 
epimorphism by the results of Section 2. Thus, it suffices to show 
$, : W,,” - un + (W-,, , W;-,> x W:-, x X,, (3.9) 
is y(Z) and 2’. 
Proof. We can assume 8,-r is y(x) and we must show #, is y(x) 
(which implies by the foregoing that en is y(Z)). Now if (f, w, x) SF 
(f ‘, w’, x’), then clearly by (3.4) and (3.5) f = f ‘, x = x’ and w’ %? w in 
W;-, . Thus, w’ # w implies e&w’) # B,-,(w) which implies (6,-r 0 f, 
e,-l(w7, X) z et-, of, b(w), 4. Thus, +, is YW). 
We next show #, is $’ using Lemma 2.28(a). Thus, we can assume 
e n-I is Y and y(Z) and (f, w, x) = (f, w, x)” > (f ‘, w’, x) = (f ‘, w', x)” 
and 8,-r 0 f = On-r 0 f’ and O,-,(w) = B+r(w’), and we must show 
(f, w, x) = (f ‘9 w’ x). Now (f, w, x) = (f, w, x)” implies wf (x)w = W 
so w is regular. Similarly, w’ is regular. Then O,-,(w) = O,-,(w’) implies 
w OLP w’. Also (f, w, x) (f’, w’, x) = (f ‘, w’, x) implies f = f’ and 
wf ‘(x)w’ = w’. But since w 2’ w this implies by Green that w W W’ SO 
w z? w’. But then w = W’ since e,-,(w) = OnPI and On-r is y(H). 
Thus, #, is 2’. 
We finally show #, is 9’ using Lemma 2.28(b). Thus, we can assume 
8,-r is y(Z) and _Ep’ and (f, w, x) = (f, w, x)” B(f’, w’, x) = (f’, w’, x)” 
(so (f, w, x)(f ‘9 w’, x) = (f ‘2 W’ x)) and OnPI 0 f = 8,-r of’ and O,-,(w) = 
f3,-r(w’), and we must show (f, w, x) = (f ‘, w’, x). But the same argu- 
ment as for the 9’ case works! Thus, 0 is an Y’-epimorphism. 
Now let (X, , G,*) = (X, , G,*) = ({a, b}, {l}*). Then (f, 1, C(a)), 
(f, C(a), C(a)) E W,C with f: {a, b} -+ G,* = C({a, b})l defined by f(a) = 
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f(b) = C(a). Then e(f, 1, C(a)) = e(f, C(a), C(a)) = (f, C(a)) E JJ’,’ 
and (f, 1, C( a )) is an Z-class of Wac and (f, 1, C(u)) is not an idempotent 
so (f, 1, C(u)) is a nonregular element of lVzc. Thus, 8: lVzc - IV,* is not 
a $*-epimorphism. This proves Proposition 3.8. 
Now we show y, has a remarkable property. 
3.10 DEFINITION. a: S + T is a regular epimorphism iff 01 is an 
epimorphism and R < T with R regular implies there exists R’ < S 
with R’ regular and a(R’) = R. Note that 01 a $*-epimorphism implies 
01 is a regular epimorphism by Proposition Al.2 (f). 
3.11 PROPOSITION. yn is a regular epimorphism. 
Proof. Let R be a regular subsemigroup of lVmz . Define R’ = 
{(f, s, x) E F(X, , I%‘~-,) x IV;-, x X, : p)Jf, s, x) E R, and there exists 
K E X, and Y E IV:-, such that rf(k)s = s} u (R n U(W,“)). 
We observe that R’ is a subsemigroup of U, + F(X, , lVz_,) x 
I&‘~-, x X, = S since (un , g,) (f, s, x) = (un . “nf, s, x) and so if 
rf(k)s = s, then (ru;‘(k *g;‘)) (un * Qq) (k + g;‘)s = ifs = s, and for 
any”ES(f,S,X)ol=(f,S.olla2)sorf(k)s.ol,=s.ol,.Thus,R’~S. 
We next claim qn(R’) = R. Clearly yn(R’) < R. Now let Y E R. If 
r E U( l+‘i-,) then r E S and y,(r) = Y. Let (g, x) E R and (g, x) E IV:-, 1 
(X, , C(X,)) since R is regular there exists (h, z) E R and (h, z) E W’~-, 1 
(X, , C(X,)) so that 
(g, 4h 4kY 4 = (g, 4 
and 
so 
A4 44 A4 = g@) for all k E X, . 
h(k) .!A4 44 = w for all k E X, . 
(3.12) 
Thus, (g, h(x) g(z), x) E R’ since g * C(h(x) g(z)) = g by (3.12) so 
sky 44 &4, 4 = k, 4 E R and 44 d.4 (h(x) g(4) = 44 A4 by 
(3.12). Thus, pn(R’) = R. 
(3.13) We next show qua : R’ -++ R is a $-epimorphism. Thus, 
assume df, s, 4 = df’, s’, x) = (g, x) sofC(s) =f’C(s’) = g and we 
must show (f, s, x) 2 (f’, s’, x). But Eq. (3.12) apply and (h, g(z) h(x), x) E 
R’ since v,(h, g(z) h(x), z) = (h . C(g(z) h(x)), z) = (h, z) E R by (3.12). 
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Also g(z) h(x) (g(z) h(x) =g(z) h(x) by (3.12). Thus, &g(z) h(x), z) E R’. 
Now consider 01 = (f ', s’ x) (h, g(z) h(x), z) (f, s, 4 (4 &) h(x), 4 
(f’, s’ 4 = (f’, w4 gc4 441 [f e+l P(x) &4 WI Ef ‘W’l9 4 = 
(f ‘, s’ h(x) g(z) h(x) g(z), x) = (f’, s’ h(x) g(z), x) by 3.12) and that 
fC(s) = f ‘C(s’) = g. But now we claim 
s’(h(x)g(z)) = s’. (3*13)(a) 
To show (3.13) (a) we have 
(a) rf’(K) s’ = s’ for some I and k, 
(b) f’(k) s’N4 g(4) = f’(k) s’s 
(4 VW ‘don” = (49 g(4), 
(d) f(k) s’(h(x)g(z)) = s’. 
(3.14) 
(3.14) (a) follows since (f’, s’, x) E R’; (b) follows from (3.12) and that 
f ‘C(s’) = g; (c) f o 11 ows from (3.12); and (d) follows from (a) and (b). 
Now (3.14)(d) implies s’$s’(h(x) g(z)) and so s’gs’(h(x) g(x)) by Green. 
But then (3.14)(d) implies s’(h(x)g(z)) 2s’ so s’Zs’(h(x) g(z)). But 
then (3.14)(c) and Green implies s’ = s’(h(x) g(z)) establishing (3.13)(a). 
Thus, LY = (f’, s’, x) and so (f ‘, s’ x) E S(f, s, x)S. By symmetry 
(f, s, x) E S(f ‘, s’, x)S so (f ‘, s’ x) $ (f, s, x) and yn. : R’ -+ R is a $- 
epimorphism. 
But then R’ is regular since R is regular and vn : R’ - R is $. This 
proves Proposition 3.11. 
By Proposition 3.9 0: Wmc ++ W,z is not in general a $*-epimorphism. 
However, we will now construct subsemigroups WiA < Wnz and 
WiA < WSc so that 19: WkA tf WkA is d*, and, hence, Z* and y(Z). 
(See Theorem 4.1 for the use of W,” ++ WiA). 
3.15 DEFINITION. Let (X, , G,*) ,..., (X, , G,*) be given. Let 
W;” = WI2 = (Xl, G,*). N ow assume WiA < WkB has been defined 
for K = l,..., 12 - 1. Then Wt’ is the subsemigroup given by {(f, c) E W,*: 
there exists s, t E Wi,“_, and k E X, andI: X, --+ WEfI such thatJ * C(s) = f 
and tf(k)s = s>. 
3.16 FACT. (a) WtA is a subsemigroup of Wmz and U, < WiA < Wmz. 
(b) If Y E Wnz and Y is regular, then Y E WLA. 
Proof. We check the property is closed under products. Let (f, c), 
(f ‘, 4 6 KAR, and let s, t, s’, t’ E W&, , k, k’ E X, f, J’: X, -+ Wk,“_, 
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such that j * C(s) = f, j’ * C(s’) = f ‘, z?j(K)s = s, and t’j’(K’)s’ = s’. Then 
(f, 4, (f’, 4 = (f Y’, 4. 
First, suppose c = C(x). Then “f’ = C(f ‘(x)). Then let g = f “f’, 
g= jands* = sj’(x)s’. Then we have g = f “f’ k f * C(f ‘(x)) = j * C(s) 
C(f’(x)s’) so g = 3s*. Also tg(K) = @)s* = tfck)sj(x)s’ = sJ'(x)s' = s*. 
Thus, in this case (f “f’, cc’) also satisfies the property. Now if c E G, , 
then (f, c) E U, . Since (f, c) E Wnz. Thus, c = g, E G, and f = u, : 
X, - U,-, . Thus, (f, 6) (f ‘, c’) = (un , g,) (f ‘, 6’) = (un gnf’, g,c’). 
Then let h = u, gn(f ‘) and s * = s’ and h = U, g-(j). Then h . C(s*) = 
U,g$‘C(S*) = u,gn(f’) =h. Let t* = t’u;‘(k’g,‘) and k* = k’g;‘. Then 
t*h(k*)s* = t u,l(k’g,‘) u,(k’g,‘) “nj’(k’g;‘)s’ = t’j’(k’)s’ = s’ = s*. 
Thus, also in this case (f, c)(f ‘, c’) also has the property. This proves 
Fact 3.16(a). 
We next prove Fact 3.16(b). Let Y = (g, x) E Wi-, 1 (X, , C(X,)) and 
suppose (g, x) is regular with inverse (h, z). Then by (3.12) g i C(h(x) 
g(4) = g and h(x) g(k) (W g(z)) = h(x) g(4 so (g, x) E CA. 
Since U, < WtA (3.16)(b) is proved. This proves Fact 3.16. 
3.17 DEFINITION. Let (X, , G,*) ,..., (X,, G,*) be given. Let 
W:A = Wlc = G,*. Now suppose Wi,“_, < Wi-, and 8: W$ ++ Wkfl 
has been defined. Then Wi,” = U, U ((f, w, x) E Wnc n F(X, , WitI) 
x W& x X, : if (g, s, x) = &Jf, w, x), then v,(g, s, x) E Wip, and 
there exists k E X, and Y E Wg!, such that rg(k)s = s}. 
Clearly 8: WkA -+ WzA and W,” < Wnc by a proof similar to that 
for R’ in the proof of Prgposition 3.11. 
3.18 PROPOSITION. 8: WhA -++ WtA is a $*-epimorphism, and, thus, 
8 is Z* and y(S) by Proposition 3.8. 
Proof. It suffices to show #, : Wit” - I,&( WkA) and ?n : #,( Wk,“) --++ 
WEA are both $* under the assumptions that 8,-r is $* and y(Z). We 
first check qn is $*. Let (f, s, x), (f ‘, s’, x) E #,(Wi’), and assume 
%L(f, s, x) = %(f ‘Y s’, x) = (g, x) = (g, C(x)) a regular element of 
W,” with (3.12) holding. First notice there exists k, k’ E X, , t, t’ E W& 
so that tf(k)s = s and tlf(k’)s’ = s’ by Definition 3.17. But now the 
proof from paragraph (3.13) to the end of the proof of Proposition 3.11 
applies, and, thus, yn : $,( WkA) -+ WzA is gP*. 
We now show I+& : Wk,” -++ t,b,( WiA) is $*. Notice 
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and 
#,( WiA) < U,, + F(X,, , W;tl) x W;“, x X, = T 
and *, : S -M T with t+G,(f, w, c) = (On-,f, O,-,(w), c) with 8,-r : 
W CA -- W$,“_, . Thus, it suffices to prove q~,, : S --f+ T is $* since n-1 A‘q+p 
restriction of $* stay $* by Proposition A1.2(b). Now let (f, w, c), 
(f’, w’, c) E S. Let &(f, w, c) = #,(f’, w’, c) = (g, $, c) a regular element 
of T. Then we must show (f, w, c) f (f ‘, w’, c) in S. The element 
(g, s, c) has a semigroup inverse (h, Y, c’) so 
and 
(g, s, c)(k y, c’>(g, s, 4 = (g, 5 c) 
(k r, c’)(g, s, c)(k r, c’) = (k y, c’) 
so 
and 
sh(c) rg(c’)s = s 
rg(c’) Sh(C)Y = Y, 
and, thus, s$r and both are regular in WEtI . Now choose (h, F, c’) E S 
so that $,(h, f, c’) = (h, r, c’) so 8,-,15 = h, O,-,(f) = r. Then consider 
a Es (f’, w’, c) (h, f, c’) (f, w, c) (h, r; c’) (f ‘) w’, c) = (f’, w’ h(c) $(c’) 
w/?(c) $‘(c’)w’, C). NOW o,-,(W’) = S, o,-&(C) = h(C), d,-,(f) = r, 
e,-,f (c’) = g(c’), O,-,(w) = S, e,-,f ‘(c’) = g(d) and e,-,(w’) I S. SO 
by (3.19) 
h&(4 = (& W) VW4 w &‘h 4 
= (g, 44 %ws, 4 
= (g, s, 4. 
Thus, if 01 = (f’, w'/~w', C) we have (I,-,(w’+‘) = B,-,(w’) = s. 
Now t9,-, is JF* restricted to WL?, is y* and w’/Iw’, w’ E WzP_, and s 
is regular by (3.19) so w’/~w’$w and both w’ and w’/~w’ are regular. 
Thus, w’~w’ X’ WI. But 0,~,(w’gw’) = 0,~,(w’) and On-r is y(X). Thus, 
w’jlw! = w’. Thus, 01 = (f ‘, w’, c) so (f ‘, w’, c) E S(f, w, c)S. 
By symmetry (f, w, c) E S(f’, w’, c)S. Thus, (f, w, c) f (f ‘, w’, c’). 
This proves Proposition 3.18. 
4. THE EMBEDDING THEOREM 
See the appendix of this paper for the detinition and properties of 
a*-epimorphisms. 
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4.1 THEOREM. Let S be a given semigroup. Then there exists (X, , 
G1*),..., (X, , G,*) with thegroup G, dividing Sfor k = I,..., n (we allow 
G, = {l} but demand 1 X, 1 > 1) and 
.9 
s +c- 
d *+Y( m 
T < W,,=. (4.2) 
for some subsemigroup T < Wnz and some 9: T - S with 8 a f* 
and y(P) epimorphism. Further, if S is regular, then T can be chosen 
so that T is regular and T < WiA, and, thus, in this case 0 is $ and y(Z). 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 
(4.1). The proof p roceeds via a modification of Rhodes’ construction 
Z(S) of [9, Section 31 which is in turn an algebraic adaptation of the 
construction of Zeiger employed in [18] or [7, Chapter 41. We assume in 
the following that the reader is explicitly familiar with the entire Section 3 
of [91* 
The idea of the proof is as follows: We will replace S by S and T by 
something very similar to Zqr(S)“” and then verify (4.2). We now turn 
to the detailed proof. 
In the following u and Y  of [9, Section 3, Notation 3.11 is held fixed. 
We first observe that if the following condition (3.7) (e) is added under 
(3.7)(d) of [9, S ec t ion 31, then the entire section is still valid. We let the 
reader verify this. 
(4.3) (New condition (3.7)(e) of [9, Section 31). If 
In the following we assume this condition has been added to [9, Section 31 
Next consider (3.36) (a) of [9, Section 31. Suppose we change the text 
of [9, Section 3, (3.36) (a)-(3.36) (b)] to the following. 
(4.4) (Change after (3.36) (a) of [9, Section 31). Then let (q’), = 
(& * s for all (q’Jr < J,#l where we use the conventions that 
b*s =b, e.s = e, 
(b, ar)s = (b - s, 01 * s), 
(2), i,j) - s = (p, i, js). 
Then we claim that s* is the same with or without this change. This 
is seen as follows: Either Jp*+l = (b, a) or Jz+i E PLI(J,+,). In the first 
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case by (3.7)(a)-(3.7)(d) of [9, Section 31 and (4.3) 01 = J,*l and Q has 
the form 
. . . . J,*1 = S’i, , J;+l = (b> Wk>, B;+,*,l = b, J;+ll = b,..., 
J,& = (k Slj,), J,--, = b, J;-ll = b, Jk* = S’i, ,... 
and under the old definition q * s* = q’ has the form 
e.., J$ = Sjks, J$+l = (4 S!@), B;,, = b, J;+ll = L., 
J;e, = (k S!Q>, J;el = b> Jk” = S!@, 
and we are again in case III. Notice since Jp*s = J,# and JP* = Slj,‘, 
then j,’ $ j,‘s, and, thus, j, ,$ jks since Slj, C J,* = Slj,‘. If J,*+l = 
S!iP,l E PLI( JP+l) then q has the form 
. . . . J,*1 = S’j,+l > J;+l = S’i,,l ,..., 
and under the old definition q’ = q * s* has the form . . . . J,“1 = S’j,,,s, 
J# P+l = S’j,-,s, and we are again in case III. This proves the claim. 
In the following we assume the change (4.4) has been made. 
Now consider s*: d(e) -+ A(@) defined by [9, Section 3, Eq. (3.57)] 
for s E S’. Let q” E d(e) so q* E X = Xl x B,, x B,, x B,, x B,, x 
x11 x --- x X, x B,C, x --* x Bk4 x X,, x ... x X, x B,, x a.. x 
B,, x X,, defined in Notation 3.55 of [9, Section 31. Let Y = X1 x 
4, x B,, x XII x -.- x X, x B,, x Bk4 x X,, x ... x X, x B,, x 
B,, x X,, , i.e., Y is X with B,, , B,, struck out. Let p: X-w Y be 
the obvious map which strikes out b,, , b,, . 
Then notice ps*p-‘: p(d(0)) E 8# -+ 8# is well defined as is easy to 
verify. 
4.5 DEFINITION. Let B# = PA(e). Let s E S. Then by definition 
s# = p&p-l: e# + B#. Let Z,r(S)#” be the subsemigroup of F,(e#) 
generated by {s#: s E S’}. 
4.6 FACT, (a, 8): (e#, ZJ(S)#S) -(S’, 5”) with /3(si# a** s,#) = 
. . . s, and a(q#) = s ;f some Jkl coordinate of q# equals s, i.e., a(q#) = 
Lp-‘(q#). 
Proof. It is easy to verify that m(q# . s#) = a(q#)s, and, thus, Fact 
4.6 follows. See [7, Section 5.2, Exercises X2.101. 
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4.7 Notation. Let G, be the right Schiitzenberger group of Jk. Then 
as in [9, Notation 3.551 let X,’ = PLI(J,) u {e} u ({b} x PLI(I,+,)), 
Bk3 = {h e} u Rk , Bk4 = G, U {b, e} and X,, = Jk u PLI(I,+,) u 
(b, 4. Then define (Xl , Hl) = (Xl , (l}*), (X2 , KJ = (B,, x B,, , 
G,*), where (g, , 4g = kg, 4 for g,, g E (5, (X3, H3) = C-L, 
WzA, etc. are with respect to (X, , HI) ,..., 
(X3, , ff3J, i.e., W = (Xl , Hl) 1 .-a 1 (X3, , H31L), etc. Notice Hk 
divides S for all 1 < k < 3n. 
NOW to prove Theorem 4.1 it suffices by Fact 4.6 to prove the following 
lemma. 
4.8 LEMMA. (a) Z,‘(S)#” < IV::, , 
(b) p: Z,r(S)#s - S is $* and y(z), and 
(c) if S is regular, then Z,r(S)#s is regular and ZOT(S)#s < W’~~. 
Proof. (a) The proof of (a) is tedious but straightforward via 
(4.4) and induction on [9, Section 3, (3.15)] when one follows in outline 
the proof of [9, Section 3, (3.58)(d)]. 
We now begin the long proof of (b). 
Consider s*: f~ + 8 defined by [9, Section 3, (3.14)]. Let Q E 0 so 
QEX1 x Y, x z, x .‘. x x, x Yk x z, x ... x x, x Y, x z, = 
X as defined in [9, Section 3, (3.3)]. Let Y = X, x Yr’ x Z, x -*a x 
x, x Yk’ x z, x ... x X, x Y,’ x Z, with Y,’ = Jk u {b, e}. For 
(z), c, jk) E Y, let m’(v, c, j,) = jk and otherwise m’(x) = x. Then m: 
X + Y with m(xr , yr , zr ,... ) = (m/(x,), m’(&), m’(z,),...). Then notice 
ms*m-l: m(e) s 0’ + 8’ is well defined as is easy to verify. 
4.9 DEFINITION. Let 8’ = m(e). Let s E S. Then by definition 
S’ = ms*m-l. Let Z,r(S)‘s be the subsemigroup of FR(O’) generated by 
is’: s E S’}. 
4.10 FACT. (a) (#,v): (e’, Z/(S)‘s)d+(e#, Z,‘(S)gs) is an iso- 
morphism where # = pdm-l and rp(sl’ ... sy’) = sl# ... sv#. 
(b) (~4, PF): (‘% -T,YV) -- (S’, S’). 
Proof. (a) is easy and (b) follows from (a) and Fact 4.6. 
Since q~ is an isomorphism it suffices to prove (b) to show that &I,: 
ZZ( S)‘S t, S’ is $* and ~(-2). Toward this end we next develop an 
important formula for sr’ *-* sn’. See Lemma 4.16. 
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4.11 DEFINITION. Let q be a state of Z(S) given by [9, Section 3, (3.3)] 
Define tr(q) = tr(m(q)), read the trace of q, to be the set 
W!ik Pi): 8 = (f4 i,h)) u uw. 
4.12 FACT. tr: 8’ -H tr(e’) is one-to-one, so tr-1 exists. 
Proof. Let {(S’ji , ii),..., (Slj, , jk), jk’} = tr(m(q)) with Sji > Sja > 
.*a > Slj, . Then by [9, Section 3, (3.6)-(3.8)] and (4.3) of this paper 
we find 
m(q) = ((h W, b, b., (b, ?A), b, b, S!& , jl , S% , 
(h W2>, b, b,..., (b, S%>, b, b, Y,& , j, , S-f& ,..., 
(h ?id h h S!L , jkwl , S!i,t , 
(h ?hJ, b, h-v S!ik ,h ,A’, e, e, e,...). 
This proves Fact 4.12. 
4.13 DEFINITION. Let s, t E S’. Then 
(S’s, s) 0 t = (S’s& st) if s W st and (S’s, s) q t = (SIst, r(st)) (4.14) 
otherwise. 
Notice (S’s, s) q t, q t, need not equal (S’s, s) q tit, . Also notice 
(S’s, s) q t, 0 **- q t, = (Sj, j) for some j E S’ with Sst, .-- t, = Sj. 
4.15 DEFINITION. Let X z ((S’s, , si),..., (S’s, , sn), s} be given with 
S’s = S’s, C S’s,-, C *a* C S’s, . Then, by definition, min(X) = 
{(Sfsk, , s&.., (S$, , s,&.., (S’s,,,, , sk,) = (S’s, , s,), s}, where kl < 
k2 < **a < k, = n are determined by the conditions S’s, = .** = 
S’&+ # S’.Q+l = * . . = S’S& # S’S+ = ** * = S’S& # * * -. 
The promised important formula is (4.17) below. 
4.16 LEMMA. Let q E Q with tr(q) = tr(m(q)) = {(Pji , ii),..., (S’jm , 
j,,J, j,‘). Let s1 ,..., s, E S’. Then 
W+zN SI’ *** sn’) = min{(S’, r) 0 s, , (S’, I) 0 s,-r 0 s, ,..., (Y, I) 0 si 0 
..* 0 s, , (S’jl , jl) 0 s1 q ... 0 s, ,..., (S’jm , j,) 0 s1 q 
... q s, , jm’sl -** s,}. (4.17) 
Proof. We prove (4.17) by incdution on n. Let n = 1. Let (,!W, I) = 
(S’j,, , j,,). Let 0 < k < m + 1 be the minimum such that jksi W j, and 
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if no such k exists let K = m + 1. Then by a long but straightforward 
induction via [9, Section 3, (3.15)] we find 
tr(m(q) sl’) = min{(S’s, , r(s,>), (S’j,s, , r(jlsl)),..., (YLsl , r(.Ls,)), 
(S’j?cSl , j&),..‘> win~l &lA>, jrn’Sl> 
= min{(S’Z, 1) 0 s1 , (Slj, , jl) 0 s1 ,..., (?L , j,) 0 s1 ,jm’sl), 
where we observe that if S’j,s, = S’jp+lsl and j,,, is not W-equivalent 
with jp+lsl , then <S’j, , j,) 0 s1 = (Wp+l ,&+J 0 s1 = (?&A , ~(&sd). 
Thus, (4.17) holds for 71 = 1. Now assume (4.17) holds for n and let 
S n+l = s. Now let m(q’) = tr((m(q))s,’ ... sn’). Then from (4.17) by 
induction and the case 71 = 1 with sr = s and q = q’ we find 
tr[(tr-l[min{(SI, I) 0 5, ,..., (S, I) 0 s1 0 a-* 0 s, , (Slj, , j,) q s1 q 
*a* 0 sn )..., ((Sli, ,j,) q s1 q *.* 0 sn ,jn’sl **. Sn}]) S;+l] 
= min{(S’,Z) 0 s,+~ , (S’,Z) 0 s, 0 s,+l ,..., (S’, Z) 0 s1 0 
*+* 0 s, n Slzfl , (S‘yl ,j,) 0 s1 3 *** 0 s, n s,+l ,..., 
(an ,.LJ 0 Sl 0 *** 0 s, 0 %+I ,jvn% *-* %S,+1~- 
This proves (4.17) and, hence, Lemma 4.16. 
We next apply (4.17) to obtain this important lemma. 
4.18 LEMMA. Let s, r, s1 ,..., s, , rl ,..., rm E S. Assume s = s1 --- s, , 
Y = rl **- rm and srs = s. Then sir -me s,’ rl’ a** rln’ sl’ **. s,’ = sl’ a** sn’. 
Proof. Let q E 8. Let tr(q) = tr(m(q)) = ((Pj, , iI),..., (Sli, , j,), j,‘>. 
Then by (4.17) 
tr((m(d) sl’ **a sn’) = min((S’, I) 0 s, ,.,., (S’, I) q s1 0 ... q s, , (Y& ,j,) 0 s1 0 
-** 0 s, ,..., (Sj, , j,) q s1 0 -.. 0 s, , jp’sl *.* s,} (4.19) 
and 
tr((m(q)) sl’ I-. sn’rl’ .** rn’sl’ .a- sn’) 
= min{(S’,Z) 0 s, ,..., (S’, I) 0 s1 0 --. 0 s, , 
(S’, 1) q I, 0 s1 q *-* 0 s, ,...) (S’, I) 0 r1 u *.. n Y, q s1 q . 
... 0 S, , (s’, 1) S, E rl 0 *** 0 Y,,, E S1 0 ... 0 S, ,..., 
(S’, 1) Sl 0 ‘*a q s, n rl 0 1.’ 0 rm 0 s1 0 .-* u s, , 
(Syl , jl) q a ,..., (S’j, , j,) 0 a,,jD’sl ..- s,rl *.. r,sl ... s,} 
= min(X), (4.20) 
where a: G s1 q ... q s, q r1 q e-e q rm q s1 q a.- Q s, . 
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Now s = s1 *** s, , r,s ,..., rl *-* rms, s,rl -a* r,s ,..., s1 *** snr, -1. r,s = 
srs = s are all 2 equivalent so S’s = Sr,s = *.* = Ss,rs = ..a = 
S’s, *** snr, **+ r,s = Ss, and, thus, for the right side of (4.20) we have 
min(X) = min{(S’, I) 0 s, ,..., (S’, I) 0 sE 0 .*a 0 s, , (S’, I) 0 ~1, 
(?,il ,A> 0 %..., (W, ,i*> 0 %jp’4- (4.20)(a) 
The next step is the critical one! 
Let (S’I,I) = (Slj, ,j,,). Then we claim for K = O,...,p (Syk ,jk) q (Y = 
Wik~ .id q s, ;;;, y~~ow~h~~-=ce~ = s, y .: y-5; ; ;r ;*; r, q 
s, 0 *** q Sl . 0 S,“’ 1- ..I w 
srI**.rm =sr~srs,~...asrsl...s, = srs = s and ?Sli, : j:) q s, q 
*** 0 Sl = (S’XL , xk) with Sx, = Sjks or equivalently x, = &s. 
But (xk)rs = (&s)rs = (sj,s) = (xk) so xkrs = xk and xkrl ~3 xg,r, 9 .*. 
.!% xkrl -*- rmsl *** s, = xkrs = fjgrs = fjks = xk so (Sx, , xk) 0 rl 0 
-*- 0 rm q s1 0 a** 0 s, = (Sxk , xk) so (slj, , jk) 0 01 = (8% , j,d 0 sn 0 
.** q sr . Thus, using (4.20)(a) min(X) = min{(S’, I) q s, ,...,(P, I)s, q 
*-a q s,, (S’, I) 0 s1 q -*a q s,, (Syl, jl) q s1 q --- q s, ,..., (S’i, , j,) 0 
Sl 0 *** q SD ) jn’Sl e.0 sn}. Now Lemma 4.18 follows from (4.19). 
4.21 LEMMA. t!l’ = &J: ZJ(S)ls --f+ S with /3&s,’ *** sn’) = s1 .*. s, 
is $*-epimorphism. 
Proof. We first show /Iv = /3’ is a $‘-epimorphism. From Lemma 
2.28(a) we can assume e2 = e, f 2 = f lie in ZZ(S)‘~ and p’(e) = /3’(f) = 
g = g2 E S and efe = f. Th en we must show f = e. But Lemma 4.18 
immediately implies efe = e. Thus, e = efe = f. Thus, /3’ is a f’- 
epimorphism. 
Now to show /3’ is $* it suffices to show /3-l(regular $-class) is a set 
of regular elements. But if /3’(sr’ *.* s,‘) = sr *** s, = s and s is regular 
then there exists r E St so that srs = s, and, thus, sr’ +** s,‘r’sl’ **. s,’ = 
Sl’ -*. snf by Lemma 4.18, and, thus, sr’ **a s,’ is regular in Z,r(S)‘s. This 
prives /J’ is $* and, hence, proves Lemma 4.21. 
By the same method one can show the following lemma. 
4.22 LEMMA. /I’ E j3q: Z;(S)‘s --++ S is a y-epimorphism. 
Proof. Suppose g’, (e’)2 = e’ he in the same subgroup G of Z,‘(S)‘s 
and fl’(g’) = @‘(e’) = e = (e)“. Then Lemma 4.18 implies e’g’e’ = e’, 
and, thus, e’ = e’g’e’ = g’, since e’ is the identify of G, so /3’ is y. 
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However, with more work one can show the following Lemma. 
4.23 LEMMA. /ii’ is y(H). 
Proof. Let h, X h, in Z/(S)‘s 3 T and let h, = sl’ ... sn’, h, = 
rl’ .** rm’ and h = s1 a-* s, = rl *** rm . Further suppose h,x = h, with 
x E T and x = x1’ ... xk’ and x1 .*a xk = x so hx = h. Then by (4.17) 
for q E 8 and tr(m(q)) = {(S!& ,.L),..., <S’j, , j,), j,‘} 
tr((m(q)) h,) = min{(S’, I) 0 s, ,..., (S’, I) G sr G .*- 0 s, , (Syr ,jJ U sr 0 
**- n s;,..., (S’j, ,j,) o s1 n ... q s, ,j,‘h} 
= min(D) (4.24) 
and 
tr((m(q)) h,x) = min((Y, I) q xk ,..., (S’, I) o x1 o *.* c xk , 
(S’, I) 0 s, q x1 q *.- u Xk )...) (57, I) 0 s1 q 
... o s, q x1 o ... q xk , (S’jl ,jl) 11 a ,..., (S’j, , j,) o a,j9’h}, 
(4.25) 
where a = s1 0 *a* OS, 0x1 q **a q Xk. Now h = s1 -a. s, B? s1 .-. 
S,X1~...~Ssl...S,X1’“Xk = 15% = h, and, thus by, the argument 
employed in the proof of Lemma 4.18 we find (Slj, , j,J n sr n *.- q 
s, q x1 q ... 0 x,~ = (Slj, , jk) q s1 q . . . 0 s, for j = 0 ,..., n so 
tr((m(q)) h,x) = min((S’, I) CJ xic ,..., (9, I) o x1 q -** q xk , 
(S’, 4 0 s, q x1 0 0.. q Xk ,..., (S, I) 0 sg [7 **a c s, 0 x* q 
... q Xk ) (S’, I) u s1 0 *.* !:I s, , (sjl ,jl) 0 s1 n 
-** 0 s, ,...) (Yj, ,j9) n s1 r1 a.. 0 s, ,j,'h} 
E min(K). (4.25)(a) 
Now suppose zh, = h, with z E T and x = x1’ **a xk’ and x1 a** zIi = 
z E S so .%h = h. Then again by (4.17) 
tr((m(q)) zh,) = min{(S’, I) o s, ,..., (S’, I) u s1 u ... q s, , (9, I) E zk q s1 q 
... 0 s, )..., (S,I) 0 z1 n .-. u Zk G s1 0 ... 0 s, ) (sj, ,j,) u 
P,..., (Yip ,iD) 0 P,j,‘h> 
= min(Y) (4.26) 
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= min(P). (4.27) 
Now h,x = zh, = h, so min(K) = min(P). But by (4.27) the first 
n - 1 terms of P equals the first n - 1 terms of D and by (4.25)(a) the 
remaining terms of D equal the corresponding terms of K. Now since 
min(K) = min(P) it follows easily that min(D) = min(K) = min(P) 
since in P (9, I) q p = (S’h, h’) and in K (S’, 1) q si q *** q s, = 
(Sh, h”). 
Thus, m(q)h, = m(q)h, f or all 4, and, thus, h, = h, and so j?’ is y(s). 
This proves Lemma 4.23. 
4.28 Remark. The proof of (4.23) shows if h, , h, E T = Z/(S)‘S 
and #Y(h,) = /?‘(h,) and h, E TIh, n hITi, then h, = h, . 
Now (b) of Lemma 4.8 follows from Lemmas 4.21 and 4.23 and the 
discussion after Fact 4.10. 
We next prove (c) of Lemma 4.8. If S is regular, then S* is regular. 
But then T = Z/(s)‘” is also regular since if si’ *** s,’ E T and s = sr *a* s, 
and s E S is regular in S, then there exists r E S so that STS = s, and, thus, 
Sl ’ a.* sn’r’sl’ **a s,’ = sr’ -0. s,’ by Lemma 4.18 and, thus, si’ -0. s,’ is 
regular in T. Now (c) follows from Fact 3.16(b). 
This proves Lemma 4.8 and, hence, Theorem 4.1. 
5. THE ALLEN CONSTRUCTION COMPLETED 
In this section we bring together the main results of the previous 
sections namely, Propositions 3.8 and 3.18 and Theorem 4.1. We will 
see that these results and their proofs will complete the construction 
begun by Allen in [2] and synthesize to a large extent the classical 
Rees-Green theorems and the more recent prime decomposition theorem 
for finite semigroups by Krohn and Rhodes. 
5.1 Notation. If T is a semigroup, R(T) denotes a Rees matrix 
semigroup over T, i.e., R(T) = A x T x BforsomesetsAandB 
and some C: B x A -+ T and (a, t, b) * (a’, t’, b’) = (a, tC(b, a’)t’, b’). 
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If S is a semigroup and G is a group, then S + G denotes a monoid 
with ideal S and group of units G and S and G disjoint. 
If G is a group, then G* denotes the semigroup of (X, G*) for some 
set X, i.e., G* = X’ + G with G a subgroup and gx = x and xg = 
x . g for x E X, g E G with (X, G, a) given. 
In the following gixen G, ,..., G,, we will form a Rees matrix semi- 
group over G,* yielding R(G,*) then adjoin a group of units G, yielding 
R(G,*) + G, then form another Rees matrix semigroup R(R(G,*) + G,) 
then adjoin Ga as units yielding R(IZ(G,*) + G,) + G, , etc. 
5.2 THEOREM. Let S be a given semigroup. Then there exists groups 
D 1 3.--, D, with D, dividing S for all k = l,..., m (we allow D, = {I}) 
and T < R = R(~**(R(R(D,*) + D,) + D3) *es) + D, and 8: T -++ S 
so that fI is a $’ and y(z)-epimorphism. Further, if S is regular, then T 
can be chosen to be regular and 8: T - S is then a $ and y(s)- 
epimorphism. 
Proof. Let /I: ZJ(S)#~ - S’. Let T’ = (&l(S) and let 0 be /3 
restricted to T. Then by Lemmas 4.21 and 4.23 and Fact 4.10 6 is a 
y(z) + y’-epimorphism (since these properties are preserved under 
restriction). Further, if S is regular, then Z,‘(S)#s is also regular by 
Lemma 4.8(c) and Fact 4.10(a), and, thus, T’ is regular being an ideal 
of Z,?(S) #S. 
Let m = 3n. Then Z,‘(S)#” < IV& = IVmz by Lemma 4.8(a) and 
Fact 4.10(a), where IVkz is taken with respect to (Xi, Hi), (X,, HJ,..., 
(X,, , Han) of Notation 4.7. Let (X, , Hk) = (X, , D,*) with D, a group 
for k = l,..., 3n = m. Then l Dk divides S for all k = 1,. .., m. 
Now from Definition 3.3, which defines Wmc we find Wmc of the form 
R(II(R( U,*) + U,) + U,) *** )+ U, , where U, is the group of units of, 
Wk2. Now we would like to replace T’ by the subsemigroup of Wnc, 
13;,‘( T’) = T and the Uk’s by Dk’s using Propositions 3.8 and 3.18 and 
Lemma 4.8. We do this as follows. Consider ZJ(S)#S. Then we claim 
the following lemma. 
5.3 LEMMA. Using the notation of (4.7) we have 
(a) Let (Y E X,’ x X,-,, x (B&l4 x Bk-13) x xi-1 x -** x 
Xl1 x (B,, x B,,) x Xl’ = Z,‘for n > k 3 1. Let I7 = (fan ,..., fi) E 
Z,r(S)#” < Wmz. Suppose x 4 DJx,a) = fp(x, a) with p = 3(k - 1) + 1 
is a permutation of Bk4 x B,, (i.e., suppose II permutes the (Bk4 x Bk3) 
coordinate). Then since II E Wmzy H (17,(y, a),..., 17,(y, a)) is apermuta- 
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tion also. Call the first permutation l7(x, a) and the second Z7(y, CY). Now 
hold 01 fixed and vary II over all members of Z/(S)#s with x -+ II,(x, a) 
a permutation. Clearly # giving D(l)(y, a) a*. IFk)(y, a) -+ IF)(x, x) *a* 
17tk)(x, a) is a homomorphism of a subgroup of U, into a subgroup of D, . 
We claim * is one-to-one. 
(b) Let /? E (h x Bk3) x zk’, (see (a)> or fl E xkl x tBk4 x Bk3) x 
2, . Let II E ( fsn ,..., fi) E Z/(S)@ < Wmz and suppose x’ tt D,(x’, /3) = 
fp(x, /3) is apermutation (i.e., suppose Dpermutes the XL+, or X,, coordinate). 
Then y ~--t (G(Y, BL 17,(~, B)) is a so a 1 P ermutation. Let 01 be fi projected 
onto 2,‘. Then x F+ D(x, (Y) is also a permutation on (Bk4 x B,,) and 
nyx, a) -** IPyx, a) tt nyy, cd) --a IP’(y, a) + IP(y, /3) -.- n(k) 
(y, /I) is a well de$ned homomorphism. 
Proof. (a) We consider Z,r(S)‘s instead of Z,‘(S)#S since they are 
conjugate by c = pdm-1. Let 17 = s,# -0. s,# and 17’ = c-l nc = 
Sl 
’ . ..s a’. Then if n(x, a) is a permutation of B,, x B,, we see that each 
si# gives a permutation of Bk4 x Bk3 and then each si’ lies in case III 
of [9, Section 3, (3.30)], for j = l,..., a at Jk*. But then consider condition 
(4.4) of Section 4. Let s = si *-* s. . Then in the notation of (4.4) 17’(y, a) 
is just multiplication by s which is induced by Sj --t Sli, given by 
multiplication by s which is determined by action on Bk* coordinate, 
B,* = (v, i, j). N ow since n = cn’c-l it is easy to see that (a) follows. 
(b) By again considering Z,r(S)‘S instead of Z,r(S)#” and n’ = c-l17c 
and n = s,# *.- sag and II’ = sl’ *** s,’ we see that n(x, a) is a permutation 
if and only if n(x’, /3) is a permutation if and only if 17(x’, /3) is the identity, 
by an easy induction via [9, Section 3, (3.15)] using the definition of A, 
(3.48), and using the outline of the proof of [9, Section 3, (3.55(d)]. 
Now from the proof of (a) n’(y, a) and n’(y’, /3) are both given by right 
multiplication by s on Sy+ Sljs with B,* = (v, i, j) and n’(x, a) 
determines Sj - Sjs. Now (b) follows easily since II = cn’c-l. 
This proves Lemma 5.3. 
We now complete the proof of Theorem (5.2). 
Now in Definition 3.3 defining Wkc suppose U, is replaced everywhere 
by Uk# = (n(x, a): X, -+ X, : n E Z,‘(S)#S). Then clearly T = 
e;‘(Z,,‘(S)#s) < R(..- R(R((U,#)*) + Ua#) e-s) + U,,&#. But Lemma 5.3 
immediately implies U,# = {I}, Uz# = G, of Notation 4.7, U3# ++ G,-, 
= Use, U4# - G,-, = U5#, U,# = G,-, , etc. Thus, take D, = 
Ul#, D, = U2#,... etc. and T = e;‘(Zor(S)#s) and Theorem 5.2 is proved 
by using Theorem 4.1 and Propositions 3.8 and 3.18. 
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5.4 Remarks. We now list several observations. The proofs are 
given at the end. 
(a) Let G # 1 be a group and let (X, G) be given so (X, G*) is 
well defined. Then G* y T < (X, , S,) I. a** 1 (Xl , S,), where each 
Sj is a group or Sj is a combinatorial semigroup never holds! 
(b) Let Fd-TJ d enote the semigroup of all mappings on X, = 
u,..., KZ} considered as acting on the right of X, . Then for n > 3 
FR(X,) never satisfies. 
F,(X,) +Y-s~ S < (G, , G,*) 1 ... 1 (G, , G,*) for any groups G, ,..., G, . 
(53) 
(c) Let G, ,..., G, be nontrivial groups. Then 
#,([(G,, G,*) ‘\ ... 1 (G, > G,*)l’) = #G([(G~, G,*) 1 *** 1 (Gn > Gn*)lc) = n. 
Proof. (a) See [13]. 
(b) Suppose (5.5) holds, and m is as small as possible. Then 0: 
ker(S) ;-F~ ker(F,(X,)) z X,?. Thus, ker(S) g A((l}; A, B; C) 1 B 1 = 
n and so RLM(S) e FR(Xn) since RLM( S) --++ RLM(F,(X,)) g 
FR(Xn). Letp: (X, , G,*) 1 a*- ++- (X,-i , Gg-i) 1 0.. be the projection 
epimorphism. Then either (i) p(B) = B or (ii) p(B) is one point. In 
case (i) RLM(S) divides (X,-i, Gg-,) 1 **. 1 (Xi, G,*) so FJX,) E 
RLM(S) does also and this gives a contradiction with the definition of m. 
In case (ii) ker(p(S)) = p(ker(S)) = A’({l}, A’, 1, C’) g (A’)z. Thus, 
for e E ker(p(S)) ex = e for all x E?(S). But in this case S < (X, , G,,*) 1 
(X,-l x **. x X, , p(S)) and if e E ker(p(S)) is chosen arbitrary but 
fixed then me : S -+F(X,-, x ... x X, = Y, G,*) with a,(f, x) = “fis 
a homomorphism since ~,((fi , xi) (fi , x2)) = (~~(f~“lf2, x1x2) = 
“fiexlfi = “fief2 = a,(fi , xi) q,(fi , x,). But then we claim ,9 = 17{a, : 
e E ker(p(S)} : S - nG,* is an 9-epimorphism when restricted to 
ker(S). Th’ f 11 IS o ows since if not there exist idempotents (f, (a’, 1)) # 
(g, (a’, 1)) in ker(S) so that /3(f, (a’, 1)) = p(g, (a’, 1)) and xy = y all 
xF Y 6 Kh (6 l)), k, (4 1))) ( . since there exist (a, b) # (a, b’) in ker(S) z 
-4{l>, A, 6 C) so that xy = y all x, y E {(a, b), (a, b’)) and /3(a, b) = 
,B(a, b’)). But let e = (a’, 1) so ~+(f, (a’, 1)) = ar,(g, (a’, 1)) or “f = “g. But 
then (f, (a’, 1)) = (f, (a’, 1)) (f, (a’, 1)) = (f”f, (a’, 1)) = (feg, (a’, 1)) = 
(f, (a’, 1)) (g, a’, 1) = (g, (a’, 1)) so (f, (a’, 1)) = (g, (a’, 1)) and B is 2 
restricted to ker(S). Thus, RLM(S) E FR(X,) divides nG,* which is 
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impossible for n > 3 (for many reasons e.g. #G(FR(Xn)) = 12 - 1, 
#&17G,*) = 1 by [7, Chapter 61). This proves (b). 
(c) See [15] for definitions and results used in the following. 
It is sufficient to show that there exists J$J’~-~ < IG(T,) < T, < W,z 
with T, Type-I in Wnz under the assumption that there exists 
T,-, < Wg-r with T,-, Type-I in ?4’:-r and #e( T,-,) = n - 1. 
We can assume U,-, C T,-, since (T,-, , U,-,) is also Type I in 
W& . Now consider U, + F(X, , IV:-,) x JVk-, x X, = S % Wnz. 
See Definition 3.7. Fix x0 E X, . Let A’ < S with Al = ((f, ‘1, x0): 
f(~,,) = l]. A’ is absolutely strong point-like. Also Sa’ = {(g, t, x0): 
g: x,+ w;-1, t E Wk-l> since (g, t, x,,) (f, 1, x0) = (g, t, x0). Now 
consider T,-, g {(f 1 , t, x,,): Vx E Xfl(x) = 1, t E T,-,} < W&, g 
Nfi > f, x,,): ZE WE-, . Now SA” > WE-l > T,-, and (Al, T,-,) 
is Type-I in S, and, thus, (U, , A”, T,-,) is also Type-I in S. 
See [15]. But (A”, T,-,) = {(f, t, x,,):f(x,,) = 1, t E T,-,) s A1 x T,-, 
and (U, , AZ, T,-,) = {(g, t, x): t E T,-, and 1 E range(g)). Set T,’ = 
(U, , AZ, T,-,). Now (h, 1, x) = (h, 1, x)” if h(x) = 1. But choose 
(4 , 1, x1), V-J, , 1, x2) such that h&J = 1, x1 # x2 , h,(q) = t, , 
4(x2) = 1. Then (h, , 1, x,> E l(T,‘) and (4 , 1, x1) (h2 , 1, x2) = (h, , 
t, , x2). Thus, {(h, , t, , x2): t, E T,-, , h&v,) = I} < IG(T,). Now 
(fi , 1, x2)2 = (fi , 1, x2) and (fi , 1, x2) (h , tl , x2) = (fi , t, , x2) so 
T,-, zs {(fi , t, ~2)) G WT,‘). 
Now take T, = v,( T,‘) and we have WE-, < IG( T,) < T, < Wmz. 
This proves (c). 
5.7 Remark. An open question is whether $’ can be replaced by 
$* in Theorem 5.2 for nonregular S. 
APPENDIX-a* EPIMORPHISMS 
In the following we assume the reader is familiar with [7, Chapter 81. 
Al. 1 DEFINITION. Let cy be any of the four Green relations 8, 9, 
9, or 2. Then the epimorphism 0: S - T is an a*-epimorphism if and 
only if sr , s2 E S and O(sr) = B(s,) = t and t a regular element of T 
implies s1(us2 . We denote ar*-epimorphisms by S 7 T. 
Al.2 PROPOSITION. (a) Let 8: S - T. Then 0 is an W*-epimorphism 
if and only if 0 is an j* and W’-epimorphism; 0 is an Z*-epimorphism if 
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and only if 0 is a $* and Y’ epimorphism; 0 is an Z*-epimorphism if and 
only if 0 is d* and Z’-epimorphism. 0 a ar-epimorphism implies 0 is an 
a*-epimorphism. 8 an a*-epimorphism implies 0 is a ol’-epimorphism. None 
of the converses are valid. Finally, B is an ol*-epimorphism if and only if 
V(regular a-class of T) equals a regular a-class of S. 
(b) Let 0: S T+ T. Let S, < S. Then 0: S, z+ e(S,). Thus, the 
restriction of 01* -epimorphism to subsemigroups are also a*-epimorphisms. 
(c) Let 8,: S--+-T and 9,: T-R. Then 0 = t&0,: S-R 
is an ol*-epimorphism if and only if both 0, and e2 are oc*-epimorphisms. 
(d) Let sl(S, a*) be the collection of (y, T) such that v: S,-;+ T. 
Then S has a minimal homomorphic image with respect to B(S, a*) denoted 
by S - SE*. Thus, 0: S -++ S@ and if e1 : S -++ T, then there exists 
e2 : T--H Se* SO that e& = 8. Thus, S +?Sa ++ Sa* + 3’. A 
formulc$or 3’ can be given as follows: let 4: S + S4’, and let 17: S + 
n(s) d < rr(Jt,(s): J is a regular $-class of S}, where Il = l7’A with 
Ill = II{M, : J is a regular $-class of S> and M, is de$ned by M,(s,) = 
MJ(s2) if and only if as,b E J if and only if as,b E J for all a, b E S, and A 
is the diagonal map. (Notice MJ(S) = Sp, where P is the partition of the 
characteristic function of J.) Then if 8: S ---tf Sa* we have 6 = (# x Il)A: 
S--w (16 x IZ)A(S) < < SJ’ x 17{MJ(S): J is a regular y-class of S}. 
Thus, S + T equals S -++ Se* if and only if S z+ T and Ta* = T. 
(e) Let S ti T. Then this does not in general imply S’ d Ta* 
nor even that 1 S”* 1 3 1 Ta* /. Thus, S divides T does not in general 
imply S’ divides Ta*. 
(f) Let 0: S 2’ T or more generally let 0: S s+ T. Let R be as 
regular subsemigroup of T. Suppose R’ < S and e(R) = R. Then R’ is 
regular. In particular &l(R) is a regular subsemigroup of S. 
(g) Let X be a set of order 3 2. Then XT 9~ 1, but (X, Xr) 1 
(X, X’) -(X, X’) is not a 2*-p e imorphism since X’ is simple but 
(X9 X’) 1 (X, XT> is not simple (nor even regular). 
(h) Let T = {k, k2, a, b, 0} be the semigroup with null ideal I = 
{a, b,O}so@ = Of orp,J3EIandbk=a,ak=a,Ok=Oandka= 
kb=kO=0.LetR={k,k2,{a,b}=x,0}so0: T-++Risa#*- 
epimorphism. But 
defined by O*(f, II) = (Of, l7) (see [13]) is not even a f*-epimorphism. 
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Proof. (a) First notice that 6’ is an ol*-epimorphism if and only if 
&r(regular a-class of 2’) is a regular a-class of S. Also 8 is an a’-epimor- 
phism if and only if 0-l (regular a-class of T) is a regular a-class of S 
union some nonregular elements. Now (a) follows easily. 
(b) We require the following lemma of Tilson. See [17, Lemma 4.121 
or [16]. 
Al .3 LEMMA. Let T < S with J’ a 2-class of T. Let J be the j-class 
of 5’ containing J’. Let B( J’) = ( J1 : J1 # J’ is a y-class of T and Tl 
J’T1 > J1}. Then no element of B( J’) n J is regular in T. 
Proof. [17, Lemma 4.121 or [16]. 
We now prove (b). Let a = $. Let X’ be a regular $-class of 6(S,) 
and let X be the regular y-class of T containing X’. Then &l(X) is a 
regular or-class of S and &l(X’) C &l(X). Let Y be a minimal 2-class 
of S, contained in &l(X’). Then Y is a regular y-class of S, and e(Y) = 
X’ and every $-class of S, , Y’, contained in &-l(X’) is such that 
SIIY’Srl = B( Y’) u Y’ 2 Y. See [7, Proposition 7.2.5(c), Fact 7.2.1(e)]. 
Now by Lemma Al.3 Y’ = Y so &l(X’) = Y a regular z-class of 
S, . Thus, 8: S, ;+ 8(S,(. Thus, (b) is proved for a = f. Now the 
restriction of dp’, g” or Z’-epimorphisms are, respectively, %“, g”, 
or Z”. See [7, Fact 3.9(a)]. N ow the remainder of (b) follows from (b) 
with 01 = $ and (a). This proves (b). 
(c) follows easily from the first line of the proof of (a). 
(d) We first show II: S+-+ II(S) equals S + Sfl*. Clearly I7: 
S - n(S) is a #*-epimorphism since M;l(M,( J)) = J. Now MJ is 
the unique minimal homomoprhic image on S such that J and S - J 
have disjoint images. Let #: S -++ T with # a $*-epimorphism. Let J’ 
be a regular $-class of T. Then I,-‘( J’) = J with J a regular #-class 
of S. Thus, T --++ MJS) since +(J) n #(S - J) = 0. Thus, S --H T -++ 
II(S). This proves S - n(S) equals S -++ SF*. Now (d) follows 
from (a) and [7, Fact 8.3.91. (We note S - M,(S) - GGM, for each 
regular $-class J of S as is easy to show). 
(e) Let S be the free nilpotent semigroup with generators a, b 
(a # b) and xlxZxQ = 0 all x1 , x2 , xa E S. Thus, S = {a, 6, aa, ab, ba, 
bb, 01. Let I = (bb, O}. Then I is an ideal of S. Let S --++ S/I = T. Then 
Sa* equals the cyclic semigroup {x, x2, x3 = x4} with a, b -+ x, aa, ab, 
ba, bb t-+ x2, 0 I+ x3. But Tm’ equals {{a}, {b}, (aa, ab, ba}, {bb, O}}. This 
proves (e). 
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(f) Consider 0: R’ --H R. By (b) 0: R’ r R. But then R’ = (J{&’ 
(J): J is a $-class of R}, with &l(J) a regular y-class of R’. Thus, R’ 
is regular. 
(lid Notice (fl 9 4-4) with fi(xl) = x1 all x1 E X is an P-class but is 
not an idempotent so (fi , c(x)) is not a regular element. 
(h) Consider (f, c(q)) = s with f(q) = k2 and f(x2) = a and 
(g, c(X,)) = t withf(x,) = k2 andf(x,) = b. Then e*(s) = e*(t). But 
ak2 = a so s2 = s and b/z2 = (bk)k = ak = a so t2 = S. But if 8* were f*, 
then so is 8*: {t, t2 = s = s”} --w {s = s”} by (b) and, thus, by (f) {t, t2 = 
s = s2}, with t # s, is regular, a contradiction. 
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